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GOING THE WRIGHT WAY
THE WALK THROUGH A REMODELED AND EXPANDED 
’70S TRACT HOME BECOMES A JOURNEY

BY JANICE KLEINSCHMIDT • PHOTOGRAPHY BY MARTIN MANN

A living room addition opens to an upper-deck 
patio and also overlooks the lower level of the 
back yard, which features a koi pond. Vintage 
furnishings were recovered with an emphasis on 
green to bridge the interior and exterior spaces.
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IVING IN a Frank Lloyd Wright 

house instilled an acute aware- 

ness of spaces even in a child 

as young as 7. 

“It was formative, because 

when I go into a space today, I 

first get a sense of how it makes 

me feel. Then I start to analyze 

why it makes me feel a certain 

way,” says John, who grew up in 

the Frederick C. Bogk House in 

Wisconsin. “The more you live 

in [Frank Lloyd Wright’s] spaces, 

the more you get a sense of 

what he does with light, rhythm, 

compression and form. There’s  

a sense of discovery.”

A vast gulf lies between the 

1917 Prairie School house (an 

official Milwaukee landmark)  

and the 1970s tract house in 

which John now resides with 

L his wife and two sons. Because 

the couple admired a project 

by architect Caroline Dooley 

showcased as one of San Diego 

Home/Garden Lifestyles’ 2008 

Homes of the Year, they enlisted 

Caroline to create spaces in their 

Oceanside residence that invite 

exploration.

“The opportunity to really 

study some of Frank Lloyd 

Wright’s floor plans and photos 

of interiors in particular was 

great,” Caroline says. “We don’t 

take the time to really look at 

stuff with purpose.”

John and Caroline share the 

opinion that today’s modern 

homes, while beautiful, often 

seem “flat” (John’s term).

“You walk in and there’s a 

high ceiling open to a big living 

room,” Caroline says. “They lack 

the subtlety of a place where you 

feel taken care of when you enter 

and then the space opens up.”

In remodeling Jennifer and 

John’s home, Caroline expanded 

what were living room and 

kitchen spaces into what was the 

garage (building a new, detached 

garage) and added a living room 

slightly elevated from the exist-

ing structure. The ceiling that 

extends over the entry steps up 

to a deep soffit running to the 

back wall of the kitchen. Where 

it steps up, it continues over the 

stairs into the upper living room, 

creating another soffit below a 

higher ceiling. Caroline calls the 

cantilevered effect “a modern 

twist” on an iconic design ele-

ment of Wright’s architecture.

In another nod to Wright, 

Caroline incorporated an indoor 

planter box and built-in desk 

along the stairs, requiring a turn 

that reveals the living room.  

“The path is an experience in 

itself,” she says. 

The room’s south-facing glass 

wall gets a lot of winter sun, 

bringing in warmth. In summer, 

the cantilevered eaves block the 

sun. Outside, the upper terrace 

and patio overlook the koi pond 

on the lower level of the back 

yard. 

“It was the only really sunny 

place on the property,” Caroline 

says. “Even though it called to 

Jennifer, who loves to soak in the 

warmth, she never really went 

there. Now the house extends 

over to that area.”

Taking over space formerly used for a garage allowed architect Caroline Dooley to double the size of the kitchen, which opens to the back yard. Instead of a 
solid wall at the end of the kitchen, there’s an opening to the dining room.

Beech wood  from the flooring that was 
torn up in the remodel was stained and 
repurposed to wrap around a “core” 
that encompasses a bookcase in the 
living room (shown here) and continues 
outside and into the kitchen. On the 
other side of the bookcase, to the right 
of the built-in planter, is a step down to 
a built-in desk on the left and another 
step down on the right through the  
passageway to the family room.
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The addition has changed  

the way John and Jennifer live  

in their house. The parents of  

10- and 11-year-old boys enjoy  

“a little bit more adult time” in 

the upper living room, John says. 

“It’s a space away from the hustle 

and bustle and technology.”

That concept continues to 

the outdoor areas and natural-

looking landscaping that John 

designed.

“The back yard was important, 

because John and I spend a lot of 

time outside,” Jennifer says. “The 

bottom level is casual, and the 

top is where we want some quiet 

time. We turn on the [gas] fire 

feature and have a glass of wine.”

Whereas Caroline and 

John collaborated most on the 

architectural aspects, Jennifer 

took ownership of the interior 

décor, with professional color 

advice when it came to flooring.

“I like the modern look, but 

I wanted it to be warm,” she 

says. The manufactured-wood 

flooring is primarily gray, but has 

undertones of blue and brown.”

Also adding warmth is a 

wood-planked “core” that wraps 

around the refrigerator, hides 

the pantry, continues on an 

exterior wall and then becomes 

a bookcase in the living room. 

Caroline refers to it as a “pivot 

point” similar to the way Wright 

would use a fireplace. 

The beauty of this design lies 

not only in the appearance, but 

also in the fact that it gave new 

life to old beech-wood flooring 

that was torn up in the remodel.

“We got 20 different stains 

until we found one we were 

comfortable with,” Jennifer says 

of the refined finish. 

T wo design elements that 

were not changed are in the 

family room. One is the white-

brick fireplace that Jennifer 

wanted to retain for its “feel from 

As seen in the upper-right corner of this 
image, Caroline Dooley stepped the ceiling 
up from the original portion of the house to 
the addition. The “cantilevered” sections pro-
vide architectural interest and a way to add a 
night halo with hidden lighting. Homeowners 
John and Jennifer designed the cabinetry.
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the ’70s.” The other is cabinetry 

that she and John designed and 

then had fabricated in bamboo.

“When we first moved into  

the house, we were very limited 

in storage, and we had a blank 

wall that really was ugly,” 

Jennifer says. “We decided we  

would create a storage unit,  

but we wanted it to be interest-

ing. We wanted it to have texture 

and a lot of compartments.” 

Visual texture comes from a 

combination of horizontal and 

vertical lines in the shapes of 

the compartments and grain 

direction.

The original house also 

was very dark. In addition to 

replacing the solid north wall 

with glass, Caroline brought 

light into other areas by cutting 

rectangular recesses into the 

ceiling for Solatubes, which 

cost less than retrofitting for 

skylights.

 “What pleases me is that, 

although we didn’t have the 

largest budget,” John says, 

“fundamentally, this house is 

going to stand the test of time.  

I will still enjoy the spaces, even 

though the application of the 

interior may change.” ❖

Above: “I asked our contractor to find steel for retaining walls,” John says. 
“He came back with these.” Known as Marsden mats, these steel planks were 
used as temporary runway or landing strips during the Vietnam War. John 
used them liberally to create levels and, here, to create a planter box around 
a post supporting the roof of the addition.

Left: The depth of the overhang keeps the sun from making the living room 
too hot in the summer. The slope of the new roofline mimics the portion of 
the old roof that juts out from the flat roofline. 


